An innovative low-cost head-rest for anesthesia in prone position

Sir,
A wide variety of injuries are known to occur secondary to prone positioning as a result of the pressure exerted on the dependent parts of the body. Here we would like to discuss a self-made, low-cost, head rest for prone position which we have used for more than 1100 patients.

Prone positioning is a challenging task which requires a fine tuning between anesthetic depth and maintenance of hemodynamic stability, avoiding pressure injuries at the same time. The two most commonly described injuries are ischemic optic neuropathy and central retinal artery occlusion.

It is warranted to turn a patient from supine to prone position carefully, avoiding excessive neck movement and allowing normal blood flow in the carotid and vertebral arteries. Blindness is a rare but devastating complication of spinal surgery in the prone position, where both prolonged duration of surgery and the magnitude of the blood loss are the risk factors.

Keeping this in mind, we tried to create a face and head protection device [Figure 1] for a patient in prone keeping the head in neutral position [Figure 2]. Additionally, it provides a soft forehead and chin support along with an aperture for easy passage of the endotracheal tube (ETT). All over, it was coated with thick cotton roll of around 3.0 cm [Figure 3]. The device was placed on to the patient's face before turning them prone as that was providing better support for facial structures and ETT. Skin surface pressure on facial structures remained low due to cotton thickness as assessed intermittently during surgery. A small window is present as shown in Figure 2 for checking any pressure effect intermittently. It is made up of soft plastic pieces used for packing various delicate equipments. The length is approximately 35 cm and breadth is 30 cm. Height of the device is 15 cm with a window of 8 cm by 6 cm for checking. A 6 cm thick bar is present for forehead support and a 4 cm gap is there for the passage of ETT. This device can be reused by simply changing the cotton cover. We found it comfortable, safe and cost effective too. Literatures speak about head-rest for pediatric patients designed with the help of boxing cap of different sizes. Our device is meant to be used in adult patients only.
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Figure 1: Depicts the final face and head protection device made by us for a patient in prone

Figure 2: The head of a patient supported by the device in the neutral position

Figure 3: The thick cotton roll used on the device for a cushion effect

The butterfly pattern in a patient with chromosome 7 deletion

Sir,

Deletions in the Forkhead‑box P2 (FOXP2) gene are characteristically associated with language impairment. We report a 3‑year‑old girl with global developmental delay who had a deletion in the long arm of chromosome 7 involving the FOXP2 gene. She also had a characteristic butterfly‑shaped appearance of the ventricular
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